Compliance of chest wall in obese subjects.
Whereas studies in awake subjects have demonstrated that chest wall compliance (Ccw) is low in obese subjects, the one study performed on paralyzed obese subject found Ccw to be normal. The purpose of this study was to measure Ccw in awake obese subjects with the pulse-flow technique, a method which appears to detect respiratory muscle relaxation. Seven normal males, 14 obese males, and 8 obese females [body mass index (BMI) varied from 20 to 83 kg/m2] were studied in the seated position. Ccw was measured by blowing air at a constant flow into the mouth and lungs for approximately 2 s and calculated by dividing airflow in liters per second by the change in esophageal minus body surface pressure in centimeters of water per second. In normal and obese subjects we found no correlation between BMI and Ccw. We conclude that obesity does not decrease Ccw.